
Scan Lift 800
HEAVY LIFT UAV

MADE IN
AUSTRALIA



RELIABLE, TOUGH & PURPOSE BUILT
The Scanlift is a professional heavy lift UAS multirotor platform 
that was developed as an e�cient way to carry a wide range of 
sensors. With the hybrid add on,  120 minute workable �ight 
time is possible (payload dependent). The Scanlift has been 
tested in some of the harshest environments in the world and 
is both rugged and incredibly reliable. 

Easy to Use
Your �eld teams should be able to 
focus more on getting good data 
and less on aircraft operations. 
Pilots should not be required to 
be mechanical or aviation experts 
to operate an aircraft safely.

Intuitive System
A ground control station (GCS) 
is used to operate the ScanLift, 
this is an intuitive control system 
with built in windows tablet and 
long-range communication link 
for simple and safe operation’s. 

Proprietary Software
The Jupiter+ Auto Pilot �ight 
controller, provides the worlds 
�nest control.  The Auto Pilot 
is capable of carrying out full 
autonomous �ight with our 
proprietary mission planning 
software. 

Our long term experience of developing aerial control technology will provide you with a locked 
in controlled feeling without any intensive training

WHAT SETS US APART.

• Australian made & supported

• Maximum security - INF systems 
have; No external data transmission 
- No automatic updates - Restricted 

hardware pairing.

• Lowering of Risk - SL800  has an 
optional parachute system.

• Redundant systems - SL800 has 
dual flight motors on each arm with 

separate speed controllers and 
backup autopilot batteries 

• SL800 can take any payload

• Customised flight planner software

• Expert Advice and Support



Dual Motors
Dual motors provide redundancy 
in the unlikely event of motor 
failures. The SL-800 can maintain 
�ight with only four operating 
motors (x4 con�guration). 

Minimised Risk
Optional Parachute* system is easily 
installed onto the SL-800. The SL-800 
comes parachute ready. When installed, 
if the Autopilot detects �ight parameters 
outside normal ranges, all motors 
are shut down and the parachute is 
deployed. *Parachute is non ballistic and is 
commercial airline transportable.

Tough Carry Case
4 Minutes from Case to Fly. The SL-800 
case is commercial airline weight and 
size compliant. One person can easily 
move  the case with the built-in  wheels 
and retractable handle

Quick Connect Mount
Changing payloads could not 
be any simpler or faster with 
our dove tail mounting system. 
Unscrewing the lock and pushing 
your payload forward will release 
your payload from the SL800. 
The Built-in dampening system 
ensures minimised vibrations on 
your payload.



QUALITY  Flight CONTROL
The SL-800 robust hand-held Eco ground control station (GCS) is a 
portable command and control station featuring an industrial grade 
touchscreen Windows™ 10 computer with a secure 900MHz encrypted 
data link that is FAA/FCC ID: NS913P900 compliant. The Eco GCS 
operates via intuitive joystick/switches to control the aircraft in �ight 
for simple and safe operations. The Eco GCS is designed to operate in 
harsh �eld conditions with battery runtime of 4h continuous use and 
has an IP67 weather resistant rating. 

Mission Planning Software
Inno�ight’s mission planning software, i- Ground 
Control (iGC) versatility sets it’s self apart from all 
the others. iGC comes installed on the SL-800 ground 
control station and can also be loaded on to other 
computer’s. This allows you to create missions in the 
�eld or at your o�ce.

And More Options

Laser Sensor; Terrain 
following or in �ight 

height above terrain read 
out.

SL-800 is RTK Ready and 
seamlessly links with our 

own RTK Base Station

GCS Options include 
BVLOS, Single screen or 

Dual Screen for FPV



Scan Lift 800
specs

Carbon fibre frame
Stainless steel screws
Dampened payload mount
IP55 Rated Electric motors

Power Options (either or both)
25,000mah HV 6s (x2) - recommended

Hybrid Engine includes batteries

Parachute system
Laser following height sensor
Redundant flight motors
First Person View (FPV) system

Airframe

Safety

Flight Control

Measurements

Eco GCS  or INF GCS* 
Pro GCS**
Pro Extra GCS***
*INF GCS has been designed for extended range use; we utilise 
a long-range FCC approved 900 MHz data modem. For BVLOS 
(Beyond Visual Line of Sight) operations it is possible to use 2 
GCS systems and Daisy chain them to allow extended flight 
operations.
**Pro GCS has extended battery life and supports video data 
links for FPV.
*** Pro Extra GCS has extended battery life, dual day light 
readable screens and supports video data links for FPV.

Standard - no additional cost
Optional - additional cost

HYBRID POWER SUPPLY
Our optional hybrid attachment extends the 
�ight-time to an exceptional 120 minutes (payload 
dependent)  with full battery redundancy. The INF 
hybrid system makes the Scan Lift a workhorse for 
those large jobs, removing the need to land multiple 
times per �ight. The hybrid system can be added or 
removed when required on all SL-800 aircraft.

Span: 1.32 m (52”) Motor to motor
Dry Weight: 7.35kg 
MTOW: 20kg (44 lbs)
Propeller size: 28” Carbon Fibre - folding
Max Survey Speed: 12m/s
Endurance****: up to 45 minutes (batteries) 
or up to 120 (hybrid)
**** battery sizes, environment and/or payload will reduce these 

times

www.inno�ighttechnology.com


